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Clarkson Potter, 1967. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Here are the dishes your mother used to make, from the cookbook
your grandmother brought over from the old country. Crown's Classic Cookbook series features a
collection of the world's best-loved foreign cookbooks, specially adapted for use in American
kitchens. Authentic and comprehensive, these reasonably priced books are a welcome addition to
the culinary library of any cook. Jewish Cookery by Leah H. Leonard The classic book on Jewish
cuisine, featuring traditional recipes for gefulte fish, kreplach, knishes, challah, and kugel, as well as
guidelines for keeping a kosher kitchen and menus for holiday meals. The Finnish Cookbook by
Beatrice A. Ojakangas The first cookbook devoted to introducing Finland's fascinating but little
known cuisine to America. Including recipes for Sour Rye Bread, Fish in a Crust, Finnish
Smorgasbord, and Bishop's Pepper Cookies. German Cookery by Elizabeth Schuler Germany's best-
selling cookbook adapted for American kitchens. Containing recipes for all the German favorites
such as Wiener Schnitzel, Sauerbraten, Spatzle, and Apple Strudel. The Greek Cookbook is a
translation and adaptation of Greece's best-selling cookbook, containing 500 of its choicest recipes.
Yet all of these --...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Dr . B la ir  Ma nn-- Dr . B la ir  Ma nn

Great electronic book and useful one. It can be writter in straightforward terms rather than di icult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ia n Ha r ber-- K ia n Ha r ber
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